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Abstract
Parity games form an intriguing family of infinitary payoff games
whose solution is equivalent to the solution of important problems in automatic verification and automata theory. They also form a very natural
subclass of mean and discounted payoff games, which in turn are very natural subclasses of turn-based stochastic payoff games. From a theoretical
point of view, solving these games is one of the few problems that belong
to the complexity class NP ∩ coNP, and even more interestingly, solving
has been shown to belong to UP ∩ coUP, and also to PLS. It is a major
open problem whether these game families can be solved in deterministic
polynomial time.
Policy iteration is one of the most important algorithmic schemes for
solving infinitary payoff games. It is parameterized by an improvement
rule that determines how to proceed in the iteration from one policy to
the next. It is a major open problem whether there is an improvement
rule that results in a polynomial time algorithm for solving one of the
considered game classes.
Linear programming is one of the most important computational problems studied by researchers in computer science, mathematics and operations research. Perhaps more articles and books are written about linear
programming than on all other computational problems combined.
The simplex and the dual-simplex algorithms are among the most
widely used algorithms for solving linear programs in practice. Simplex algorithms for solving linear programs are closely related to policy iteration
algorithms. Like policy iteration, the simplex algorithm is parameterized
by a pivoting rule that describes how to proceed from one basic feasible
solution in the linear program to the next. It is a major open problem
whether there is a pivoting rule that results in a (strongly) polynomial
time algorithm for solving linear programs.
We contribute to both the policy iteration and the simplex algorithm
by proving exponential lower bounds for several improvement resp. pivoting rules. For every considered improvement rule, we start by building
2-player parity games on which the respective policy iteration algorithm
performs an exponential number of iterations. We then transform these
2-player games into 1-player Markov decision processes which correspond
almost immediately to concrete linear programs on which the respective
simplex algorithm requires the same number of iterations. Additionally,
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we show how to transfer the lower bound results to more expressive game
classes like payoff and turn-based stochastic games.
Particularly, we prove exponential lower bounds for the deterministic switch all and switch best improvement rules for solving games, for
which no non-trivial lower bounds have been known since the introduction of Howard’s policy iteration algorithm in 1960. Moreover, we prove
exponential lower bounds for the two most natural and most studied randomized pivoting rules suggested to date, namely the random facet and
random edge rules for solving games and linear programs, for which no
non-trivial lower bounds have been known for several decades. Furthermore, we prove an exponential lower bound for the switch half randomized improvement rule for solving games, which is considered to be the
most important multi-switching randomized rule. Finally, we prove an
exponential lower bound for the most natural and famous history-based
pivoting rule due to Zadeh for solving games and linear programs, which
has been an open problem for thirty years.
Last but not least, we prove exponential lower bounds for two other
classes of algorithms that solve parity games, namely for the model checking algorithm due to Stevens and Stirling and for the recursive algorithm
by Zielonka.

Synopsis
This thesis provides an overview of our results, presenting new lower bounds for
algorithms that solve infinitary payoff games as well as new lower bounds for
the simplex algorithm for solving linear programs. In particular, it summarizes
the main results of the following papers:
(1) O. Friedmann. Recursive Algorithm for Parity Games requires Exponential
Time. In Theoretical Informatics and Applications, Cambridge Journals,
2011.
(2) O. Friedmann. An Exponential Lower Bound for the latest Deterministic
Strategy Iteration Algorithms. In Logical Methods in Computer Science,
Selected Papers of the Conference LICS 2009.
(3) O. Friedmann, T. Hansen and U. Zwick. Subexponential Lower Bounds for
Randomized Pivoting Rules for Solving Linear Programs. In Proceedings of
the 43rd ACM Symposium on Theory of Computing, STOC’11, San Jose,
CA, USA, 2011. Winner of the Best Paper Award.
(4) O. Friedmann. A Subexponential Lower Bound for Zadeh’s Pivoting Rule
for Solving Linear Programs and Games. In Proceedings of the 15th Conference on Integer Programming and Combinatorial Optimization, IPCO’11,
New York, NY, USA, 2011. Awarded with Zadeh’s Prize.
(5) O. Friedmann, T. Hansen and U. Zwick. A Subexponential Lower Bound
for the Random Facet Algorithm for Parity Games. In Proceedings of the
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Symposium on Discrete Algorithms, SODA’11, San Francisco, CA, USA,
2011.
(6) O. Friedmann. The Stevens-Stirling-Algorithm for Solving Parity Games
Locally Requires Exponential Time. In International Journal of Foundations of Computer Science, Volume 21, Issue 3, 2010.
(7) O. Friedmann. An Exponential Lower Bound for the Parity Game Strategy
Improvement Algorithm as we know it. In Proceedings of the 24th Annual
IEEE Symposium on Logic in Computer Science, LICS’09, Los Angeles,
CA, USA, 2009. Winner of the Kleene Award 2009.

Extended Abstract
In this thesis, we consider infinitary payoff games, which are important subjects
of algorithmic game theory on the one hand, and have some of its applications in
the domain of modal logic and automata theory on the other hand. Additionally,
we consider linear programming, which is probably one of the most important
fields in convex optimization.
We mainly investigate the most important algorithm that solves infinitary
payoff games, namely the policy iteration method under a complexity theoretical
point of view, analyzing its worst-case runtime. Similarly, we investigate the
worst-case runtime of the simplex method for linear programs.
Infinitary Payoff Games We consider a variety of closely related classes of
games in this thesis, which we like to call infinitary payoff games. These are zerosum, perfect information games played by one or two players, and sometimes by
an additional randomized player controlled by nature. The board is a directed,
total graph, and each vertex of the graph belongs to one of the players.
The game is played by putting a single token on one of the vertices (for
instance, on a designated starting node), and moving it along an outgoing edge
to a successor node. The player, to which the current node belongs to, decides,
which outgoing edge to take. If the current node is owned by the randomized
player, then one outgoing edge is picked arbitrarily at random. This process
continues ad infinitum, yielding an infinite sequence of nodes. It now depends
on the specific class of games to determine, which payoff the players receive or
who wins the infinite play.
It is the objective of each player to maximize his or her payoff, or to win
against the other player. A player’s strategy in a game is a plan of action for
whatever situation might arise when playing against any opponent. A strategy
specifies for each node owned by the player, which respective successor node is
to take, and in general, this can depend on the whole history of the play up
to that stage. If a strategy does not depend on the history, we say that the
strategy is positional.
All games that we consider are positionally determined, meaning that positional strategies suffice to answer the decision problems associated with the
3

games. This is convenient for many reasons, for instance as the number of
positional strategies is finite if the game has finite size.
Parity games are infinitary payoff two-player games played on directed graphs
with integer priorities assigned to their vertices. The two players, called even
and odd, construct an infinite path in the game graph. Even wins, if the largest
priority that appears an infinite number of times on the path is even. Odd wins
otherwise. A parity game might look as follows (circle nodes are owned by the
even player):
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The problem of solving a parity game, i.e., determining which of the two
players has a winning strategy, is known to be equivalent to the problem of µcalculus model checking [EJ91, EJS93, Sti95, GTW02]. It is also at the core
of various problems in computer-aided verification, namely validity checking for
branching-time logics [FL10, FLL10] and controller synthesis [VAW03].
Parity games form a very special subclass of mean payoff games [Pur95,
EM79, GKK88, ZP96], which itself form a subclass of discounted payoff games,
which in turn form a very special subclass of turn-based stochastic games [Con92,
AM09]. More general stochastic games were previously considered by Shapley
[Sha53].
Another extremely important class of infinitary payoff “games” are Markov
decision processes, named after Andrey Markov, providing a mathematical model
for sequential decision making under uncertainty. The study of Markov decision processes started with the seminal work of Bellman [Bel57]. It can be seen
as a special subclass of turn-based stochastic games in which only one player
is really used. Markov decision processes have many applications in practice,
for instance in robotics, automated control, economics, operations research and
artificial intelligence.
Parity and related, more expressive game classes like payoff and stochastic
games, are a very interesting subject on their own from a complexity theoretical
point of view. While it is known that the decision problems corresponding to
these games belong to NP ∩ coNP [EJS93, Pur95], and even to UP ∩ coUP [Jur98,
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ZP96], as well as to PLS [BM08], it is a major open problem whether any of these
game families can be solved in polynomial time. Markov decision processes, on
the other hand, can be solved in polynomial time by special techniques obtained
from the domain of linear programming.
See Figure 1 for a summary of the most important relations. It is easy to see
that having two players in a game raises the difficulty in obtaining polynomialtime decision procedures quite a lot.
A variety of algorithms for solving parity games has been invented so far.
The most prominent deterministic ones are the recursive algorithm by Zielonka
[Zie98], the local µ-calculus model checker by Stevens and Stirling [SS98], Jurdziński’s small progress measures algorithm [Jur00], the subexponential algorithm
by Jurdziński, Paterson and Zwick [JPZ06] with a so-called big-step variant by
Schewe [Sch07], as well as several variations of the policy iteration technique (see
below), which is the only method that also applies to the other game classes.
This variety is owed to the theoretical challenge of answering the question
whether parity (or any of these) games can be solved in polynomial time, rather
than practical motivations. The currently best known upper bound on the
1
deterministic solution of parity games is O(e · n 3 p ) due to Schewe’s big-step
algorithm [Sch07], where e is the number of edges, n is the number of nodes and
p is the number of different priorities in the game.
Policy Iteration The strategy improvement, strategy iteration or policy iteration technique is the most general approach that can be applied as a solving
procedure for infinitary payoff games and related problems. It was introduced
by Howard [How60] in 1960 for solving problems on Markov decision processes,
and has been adapted by Hoffman and Karp in 1966 for solving nonterminating stochastic games [HK66]. Later, Condon adapted the algorithm for solving
turn-based stochastic games [Con92], and Puri, Zwick and Paterson used the
method to solve discounted and mean payoff games [Pur95, ZP96]. Finally, Jurdziński and Vöge formulated a discrete variant of the policy iteration algorithm
for solving parity games [VJ00].
The beauty of the policy iteration technique lies in its simplicity. It is based
on a (fixpoint-)iteration over a special finite subclass of strategies of the first
player. In each iteration, the current strategy is mapped to a valuation. The
valuation of a strategy allows us to decide whether the strategy is optimal for
the first player, and if not, how we can improve the strategy to obtain a better
one. An appealing feature is that we can compute valuations efficiently. In
order to find an optimal strategy, which allows us to derive a solution for the
game, we apply the following scheme, starting with an arbitrary strategy σ:
Algorithm 1 Policy Iteration
1: while σ is not optimal do
2:
σ ← Improve(σ)
3: end while
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Figure 1: Reductions and Complexity
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Policy iteration in fact describes a whole class of algorithms, as in general,
there is more than one candidate strategy to proceed with in each iteration.
The method of choosing successor policies is called improvement rule. Under
the assumption that we only consider efficient improvement rules, it follows
that the computational complexity of policy iteration essentially only depends
on the number of iterations, since a single iteration is carried out in deterministic
polynomial time.
This leaves us with the question whether every improvement rule leads to
a small number of iterations. Not very surprisingly, this is not the case. An
example has been known for some time for which a sufficiently poor choice of
a deterministic improvement rule causes an exponential number of iterations
[BV07]. Then, we could ask whether it is even theoretically possible to obtain
an improvement rule that results in a small number of iterations. Here, the
answer is yes, and the easy proof is folklore. However, the proof does not
reveal any insights on how to formulate such an improvement rule. Or putting
it differently, the improvement rule that we could get from the proof is not
efficiently computable itself.
A variety of improvement rules has been invented so far, which is probably owed to the theoretical challenge of finding an efficient policy iteration
algorithm. Generally, there are deterministic, randomized and memorizing improvement rules. The most important ones, that are mentioned in the literature,
are the deterministic Switch-All [VJ00] and Switch-Best [Sch08], the randomized Switch-Half [MS99], Random-Facet [Kal92, Kal97, MSW96] and
Random-Edge (folklore), and the memorizing Least-Entered [Zad80] rules.
No non-trivial lower bounds on the worst-case complexity of all of these rules
have been known until now.
As we will see, policy iteration is moreover closely related to an algorithm
called simplex method for solving linear programs.
Linear Programming Linear programming is one of the most important
fields of optimization theory, and is very actively researched. Many economical
and practical tasks can be expressed as a linear programming instance, and
several subgoals of other optimization problems in computer science require
linear programs to be solved.
The linear programming problem is to maximize (or minimize) a given linear
objective function while satisfying some additional linear equalities and inequalities. Formally, a linear programming problem is to maximize an objective
function
c1 x1 + . . . + cn xn
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subject to a number of linear (in)equalities, called constraints,
a1,1 x1 + . . . + a1,n xn = b1
a2,1 x1 + . . . + a2,n xn = b2
..
.
am,1 x1 + . . . + am,n xn = bm
where all coefficients ci , all bi , as well as all coefficients ai,j are real numbers.
We will see that Markov decision processes can be formulated as linear programs, which, in fact, is also the reason why we can solve this class of games in
polynomial time.
There are, essentially, three kinds of algorithms that solve linear programs.
First, there is the simplex algorithm, which has been proposed by Dantzig
[Dan63] in 1963. The exact complexity of this algorithm is unknown, and it
is a major open problem to answer this question adequately. The other two algorithms for solving linear programs, namely the ellipsoid method by Khachiyan
[Kha79] and the interior-point method by N. Karmarkar [Kar84], handle linear
programs in polynomial time, however not in strongly polynomial time.
The difference between strongly and “normal” or weakly polynomial time is
subtle, and it depends on the method that we apply for measuring the size of
a given linear program. Clearly, the number of variables and the number of
constraints should contribute linearly to the size. But how do we measure the
coefficients? Classically, their magnitude and precession would also contribute
to the size, as we would need to find an encoding of the involved coefficients.
If the runtime of an algorithm can be polynomially bounded in terms of this
measure, we would speak of a weakly polynomial-time algorithm. On the other
hand, if the runtime can be polynomially bounded by a measure that only
depends on the number of variables and constraints, we would speak of strongly
polynomial-time algorithm.
Although it is not even clear, whether (a variant of) the simplex method
is a polynomial-time algorithm, it has the potential to be even a strongly
polynomial-time algorithm, which is the reason why many people still consider
this method.
Simplex Algorithm The simplex algorithm is based on the observation that
the space of points satisfying all constraints essentially is a convex polytope
(disregarding some special cases), and the objective function has an optimal
value on one of its vertices. Hence, the idea is to start with an arbitrary vertex,
to check whether the objective function is optimal on that vertex, and if not, to
improve to some adjacent vertex.
Similar to the policy iteration algorithm, the simplex method is parameterized by a pivoting rule that selects one of the eligible neighboring vertices.
Again, the complexity of the simplex algorithm essentially only depends on the
number of pivoting steps, i.e. on the number of visited vertices, since all other
necessary operations can be performed in (strongly) polynomial time.
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The question whether every pivoting rule results in a small number of pivoting steps has been refuted by Klee and Minty [KM72], shortly after Dantzig
presented the simplex algorithm. But unlike policy iteration, it is a major
open problem, whether it is even theoretically possible to have a small number
of pivoting steps. This is known as the Hirsch conjecture (see e.g. [Dan63],
pp. 160,168).
Many of the improvement rules for policy iteration can be phrased as pivoting rules for the simplex algorithm (and vice versa), as most of them are formulated abstractly enough. As for policy iteration, no non-trivial lower bounds on
the worst-case complexity of many of these rules in the context of the simplex
algorithm have been known until now.
This leaves us with the question whether there is a deeper connection between the policy iteration algorithm for infinitary payoff games and the simplex
algorithm for linear programs. Indeed, we will see that Markov decision processes are the “missing link” that relates policy iteration and the simplex method
in some meaningful way.
Contribution of Thesis We present exponential (i.e. of the form 2Ω(n) ) and
c
subexponential (i.e. of the form 2Ω(n ) for some 0<c<1) lower bounds for essentially all policy iteration improvement rules and all simplex method pivoting
rules with unresolved complexity status.
First, we consider parity game policy iteration, and construct explicit families of parity games on which the different improvement rules require exponential
resp. subexponential time.
We give exponential lower bounds for the deterministic Switch-All and
Switch-Best rules for solving infinitary payoff games, subexponential lower
bounds for the randomized Random-Edge and Random-Facet rules for solving games and linear programs, a subexponential lower bound for the randomized Switch-Half rule for solving games, and finally a subexponential lower
bound for Zadeh’s Least-Entered rule for solving games and linear programs.
All these problems have been open for several decades. It was hoped until
now, that any of those would solve parity games in polynomial time.
Second, we show that all lower bound results obtained for parity game policy
iteration can be transferred to more expressive game classes like mean and
discounted payoff games, as well as turn-based stochastic games.
Third, we describe how our parity game constructions can be reshaped as
Markov decision processes with the same implications for the policy iteration
algorithm. This is not known to be possible in general, but we are able to at
least translate our constructions.
Fourth, we formalize the relation between policy iteration for Markov decision processes and the simplex algorithm for induced linear programs, which
allows us to transfer all applicable lower bound results to the domain of linear programming, solving problems that have been open for several decades.
Note, however, that these results do not have any implications on the Hirsch
conjecture.
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Fifth, we show exponential lower bounds for the model checking algorithm
due to Stevens and Stirling and for the recursive algorithm by Zielonka for
solving parity games.
Used Techniques All lower bound constructions for policy iteration and the
simplex algorithm are based on the following steps:
1. We construct a family of parity games that provides a lower bound for the
respective improvement rule. We restrict ourselves in the construction to
a very special form of parity games, called sink parity games.
We think of parity game strategy iteration as a deterministic (due to the
deterministic nature of both players) computational model in which we can
implement different functional structures. All lower bound constructions
are based on the implementation of a variant of a binary counter.
The main gadget that is used to enforce exponentially many iterations in
every lower bound construction, exploits intermediate cycles, and is called
the simple cycle gadget, see Figure 2.

d1 : 3

e1 : 4

h1

Figure 2: Simple Cycle
Proving the constructions correct is then equal to showing that the sequence of strategies simulates the binary counter, or at least counts “good
enough” with high probability when applying randomized pivoting rules.
See Figure 4 for the full construction of 3-bit counter implemented as a
parity game, that enforces exponentially many iteration when solved using
the default Switch-All improvement rule.
2. We transfer the lower bound result for parity games to more expressive
game classes like mean payoff games, discounted payoff games, turn-based
stochastic games and the like.
We show in general that policy iteration on sink parity games behaves
exactly like policy iteration on the more expressive game classes, when
the sink parity game is reduced to them by the standard reductions. We
prove this correspondence independently of the applied improvement rule.
3. We transfer the lower bound results to Markov decision processes. Unfortunately, there is no standard reduction from parity games to MDPs.
Therefore, we show that the translation from parity games to Markov
decision processes operates as desired for every construction once again.
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The only structure that we need to translate, when moving from parity
games to Markov decision processes, are player 1 controlled nodes. In our
lower bound games, the only role that player 1 has, is to hide the effect of
some escape node.
This effect can be simulated by a randomization node that moves to the
escape node with extremely (that is, inversely exponentially) low probability ε. See Figure 3 for a more complicated cycle setting and the
correspondence between player 1 controlled cycles in parity games and
randomization controlled cycles in MDPs.

b

b

1−
2

⇔

A
b0



A

1−
2

b0

Figure 3: From Parity Games to MDPs
This technique was inspired by Fearnley’s work [Fea10] and is joint work
with Thomas Dueholm Hansen and Uri Zwick.
4. We transfer our lower bounds to the simplex algorithm for solving linear
programs. Here, we show in general that the the simplex algorithm on
linear programs, that are induced by our lower bound Markov decision
processes, behaves exactly the same as policy iteration on the original
games.
The conditions for optimal values (and potentials) in a Markov decision
process can be formulated as a linear program in which variables correspond to values and constraints to edges, and vice versa by duality.
In order to transfer the lower bounds for Markov decision processes to the
simplex algorithm for solving linear programs, we simply need to show
that (1) basic feasible solutions in the induced linear program correspond
to strategies in the original game, and that (2) adjacent basic feasible solutions with improved cost correspond to strategies that have been improved
by a single improving switch. This allows us to transfer lower bounds for
Markov decision processes immediately to the simplex algorithm, assuming that the respective improvement rule can be formulated accordingly
as a pivoting rule.
This technique is joint work with Thomas Dueholm Hansen and Uri Zwick.

Future Directions The most important question that obviously remains is
whether parity games (or any of the other infinitary payoff two-player games)
are solvable in polynomial time. Policy iteration still seems to be the most
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Figure 4: Switch-All Lower Bound Game G3
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promising candidate for giving rise to a polynomial-time procedure. However,
it might be necessary to investigate non-standard improvement rules that go far
beyond of what we use today.
Since parity games are the simplest class in this hierarchy of games, we think
that this class should be the easiest to find a polynomial-time algorithm for. In
fact, it is not too hard to show that many pivoting rules, including Switch-All,
solve parity games in polynomial time, if player 1 does not appear in structures
similar to the player 0 dominated cycles that we use in this thesis. We think
that a rigorous analysis of these structures could help to design a pivoting rule
that solves parity games efficiently.
As for the computational complexity of infinitary two-player games, it would
be interesting to see whether there are deeper connections between solving the
games and other NP-problems, that are neither known to be in P, nor known
to be NP-complete, like the graph isomorphism problem or the factorization
problem of natural numbers.
In the domain of linear programming, the most important open problems
are, perhaps, whether linear programs can be solved in strongly polynomial
time, whether any of the many variants of the polynomial Hirsch conjecture
holds, and whether there is a polynomial-time admitting pivoting rule.
We think that it would be promising to analyze whether it is possible to
extend Markov decision processes slightly in such a way that we can still reduce
them to linear programming, but without being able to show that their diameter
is small. This would allow us to construct a counter example to the Hirsch
conjecture in the domain of games, which has been proven to be a very helpful
abstraction when constructing concrete linear programs.
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